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About This Game

The world is being taken over by gene-combining beings from beyond the stars!
Hideous new creatures are popping up everywhere, and it's up to the Solus Operatives to grab their unique weapons and split

some disgusting alien skulls!

High-resolution and carefully hand-drawn art style breathes life and originality into this bizarre game world.
Dynamically branching levels are tied together by an intriguing story with multiple endings, giving the player tons of replay-

ability and chances to master each operative’s Weapon of Choice.

Features:

CHOICE is your Weapon! Play through non-linear levels and make dynamic in-level branch decisions!

Each playable character has their own special weapon of choice with primary and alternative fire modes! Jet-engine
guns, plasma-saws, limpet grenades and more!

Rescue unique playable characters and add to total number of playable lives!

Experience Death Brushing! Unlike traditional one-hit kill games, Weapon of Choice gives you the opportunity to get
out of a tight spot. Death Brushing automatically kicks in when danger is near.
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Reap revenge for your downed Operatives with the Vengeance Missile!

Scale walls and attack from anywhere with the automated Spiderpack!

Replay to experience different storylines with completely distinct endings!

Rock out to original music with a heavy metal guitar soundtrack!

New for the Steam version, widescreen 16:9 format!

All new Steam Achievements--try finding the MBG pies in each level for a new adventure!

Enough gameplay to rot your teeth!
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buy it on discount
good control, beautiful graphic
finish the game in 12 mins ^^
auto slow motion before death this make u unable to die
suitable for guys who frustrated dying too much in dark soul like game

. This game rocks. If you like Contra and you like rock...then buy it.. Quirky with 16-bit like gameplay. I really like the graphic
style and recommend to anyone wanting to play a action platform game that is very similar to many of the old classics.. I'm
gonna keep my review short, sweet, and simple.

Weapon of Choice falls on the HIGH end of mediocre. I'd go as far as calling it 'good enough'.

The gameplay is kind of generic. Very simple.

The story is.... Kinda blah. Nothing special.

The art style is vibrant and very alien\/mutant. Interesting monsters and bosses. Big plus there.

It's got interesting gameplay mechanics, like the 'rescue system' where you find an ally and carry them to safety. And, the spider-
pack was kinda fun. No more obscure firing angles!

The near miss 'death brushing' system was definitely interesting. I don't recall anything else like it.

Unusual characters with vastly differening weapon and play styles. Kinda nice. Just needs MORE characters!

The game is short. Crazy short. Replayability and branching paths only go so far.

But my favorite feature of the game?

The BRUTAL FREAKING METAL SOUNDTRACK!!!!!!!
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A lot of love went into the soundtrack and I was more than happy to slap down the 2 extra bucks to get it. It is good, classic,
hard and fast metal. The way metal should be. Especially action-game music. Really driving and invigorating.

The music saved this game, by me.

7\/10~ Will play again if more content\/sequel comes out.

Seriously. The music is awesome. Buy the soundtrack too.. Pretty Pood Graphics. It's got me interested in this type of style of
games.. This game rocks. If you like Contra and you like rock...then buy it.. Dated in every way, lacking variety and interesting
features.. Half of me is wondering how high the art team had to get to design most of the creatures in this game. I am thankful
for the awesome enemies to shoot and figure out, but I really worry about your long term health... I mean, you can smoke
yourself insane ya know?

The other half of me is smiling with glee at a unique and just plain FUN game that doesn't take itself too seriously, can be blown
through in an hour, and still have the "try one more time" factor to make me want to play again and again. Neat storyline, fun
gameplay, lot of fun things to discover while playing the game too. GREAT JOB!!!

Highly recomend, yep!. This game rocks, flying around with the rocket gun is the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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Chaotic, colorful, fun. Though so much of the combat is simply "run around, hold down stick to shoot" it's fun constantly
switching between the different crazy weapons avaliable. The equally insane enemies are great eye candy.

I'm not hugely experienced in these types of games, and as such, the slo-mo mechanic when you're about to die is very
appreciated, giving you a last moment chance to wriggle out of death's way.

For $5, I can't help but recommend this over-the-top ball of pure, psychotic entertainment.. Weapon of choice is a very original
and beautiful 2D shooter. Though I'm not a fan of most shooters where you can die in one hit, as it can oftentimes feel 'unfair',
this game has a system I quite like called death-touching. Basically, when you're about to be killed by something time will slow
down to allow you to focus on survival until you're escaped the threat. Despite this though, the game can be quite hard,
especially on the higher difficulty settings.

The lives system is quite original as well. You have several operatives to choose from when you start a mission, each with their
own unique primary weapon and double-jump. When an operative is shot or otherwise maimed, another is deployed, and you
can have the new operative rescue the old one by carrying them on their back. You can only carry one though, so if you die
multiple times in a level you'll have to choose which one you want to save in order to use them again later.

Although short, this game offers branching paths that lead to 4 endings (one secret), and each level is packed with some of the
most original and gross enemy designs I've ever seen. If you're a fan of old-school shooters, I recommend this game heartily.. I
don\u2019t write reviews usually, but this game is one of my favourites of all time (plus Serious Sam DD). I used to play them
on the 360 before it got the red ing of death, was happy to replay them here on steam. The art is so unique (like heavy metal fan
art, but in a good way). It just feels great to play, it is funny and original. The gun mechanics added to the \u2018run n
gun\u2019 style is unique and interesting. I love just to relax and play these games. It is so refreshing to find a unique voice like
this in games. This game was my introduction to indie games and is still one of my favourites. I\u2019m a fan of
Mommy\u2019s Best Games, highly recommended.. a fun fast-paced platformer where your lives are all different characters,
each with their own inventive and nifty weapon. one lady has a chainsaw gun, there's a dude who fires mines around, a weird
floating laser robot gun, and many other things. it's great, the areas and monsters are all crazy and great, the slow-mo bullet
dodging thing is great, weapon of choice is great. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing buy it already!. Cool engine and lots of
attention to detail, but I hated it.. Short, fun, fast and action packed with great music.

Not the best by MBG but for a low price it can offer a few hours of good quality fun. Especially if you try to complete all the
achievements.

. This game rocks, flying around with the rocket gun is the♥♥♥♥♥♥. Review Key dos brode

Our reviews are simple,direct to the point that interests,an overall quality of the game and a final consideration.

Game:Weapon of Choice
Genre:Action

Graphics: 8/10
History: 8/10
Gameplay: 9/10
Sounds: 8/10
Replayability: 8/10

Final Consideration: Awesome side-scroller platformer/shooter! You control a badass guy killing monsters,rescuing people,and
collecting some bonuses,soundtrack is amazing,extremely recommended game!. Quirky with 16-bit like gameplay. I really like
the graphic style and recommend to anyone wanting to play a action platform game that is very similar to many of the old
classics.
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